• Retirement saving is a difficult: Math and "miracle" of compound interest.
Mainstream economic methodology
• Retirement saving is a difficult: Math and "miracle" of compound interest.
• So does it require special skills to make a good decision?
-People easily stop a car without using formulas… -Billiard players don't need a math degree… -"As if": People have a good intuition for saving the right amount.
Motivations
• 
The Questions
• X i amounts to 5 percent of income, A i to 10 percent.
• Every respondent gets only one question.
• The question is as little hypothetical as possible… • … since people may have a better intuition for the accumulation process under their own circumstances than for a simpler but artificial setup.
• Respondents are meant to mentally fill in their current age and planned retirement age etc.
• We also collect data on current age and expected retirement age.
Financial Literacy
• Lusardi and Mitchell (2007) • Suppose you had $100 in a savings account and the interest rate was 2% per year. After 5 years, how much do you think you would have in the account if you left the money to grow: more than $102, exactly $102, less than $102? • Test right or wrong vs. measure degree of knowledge • We investigate financial intuition.
• X= an incremental amount of savings from current age t up to retirement R.
• A= the incremental annuity that people receive from R up to death D.
• In Treatment 1, respondents are given X and are asked to guess A. • In Treatment 2, respondents are given A and are asked to guess X.
• A/X should not depend on how the question is framed.
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The math of this problem (2) 
